
The Worst Day of my Life

1. Adjective - Superlative

2. Adjective

3. Adjective

4. Number

5. Number Less Than Sixteen

6. Country

7. Number

8. Same As Second Adjective

9. Number

10. Verb - Past Tense

11. Body Part

12. Verb - Past Tense

13. Celebrity

14. Female Celebrity

15. Female Celebrity
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The Worst Day of my Life

Today was the Adjective - Superlative day ever. I thought it would be a good idea to go Adjective

skating, and my family agreed. Turns out my little brother has a rare allergy to the the fabric in the

Adjective skates, and we had to leave early. What a waste of Number dollars per person. To

make it worse, I was the one who had to pay for it because it was my idea. My parents had an urgent meeting

with Batman, so I had to drive my brother to the hospital! I'm only Number less than sixteen ! Way before the

legal driving age for Country . I couldn't reach the pedals, and my brother was getting sick. I had no idea

what to do! Just then, I got a great idea! I decided to call an ambulance! After waiting for Number

minutes, the ambulance finally came. Right as they were loading him in, I heard him scream,"Im not really

allergic! Don't take me! I'm serious guys!" I'm so happy my brother is an optimist. When we got to the hospital,

the doctor confirmed that he was not allergic to Same as second adjective skates. After paying the $

Number medical bill, I Verb - Past Tense my brother in the Body Part . "What was that for?" 

He Verb - Past Tense . Just then Batman and my parents fell through the roof into our room. "Son, you are

really Celebrity . Other son, you are really Female Celebrity . We must go save the world." My

mother said. We all stuck our arms in the air and Female Celebrity away. The end.
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